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 Laminator
 Lamination sheets
 Scissors
 Straight edge cutting tool
 Color printer
 Color printer ink
 Printer paper
 Crayons
 Markers
 Pencils
 Scotch tape
 Stapler & staples

Items Needed for Every M3
Unit Study:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

FIND SUPPLIES
ON AMAZON

Recommended Supplies
M3 MATHEMATICS:

What You'll Need to Use This Resource:
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 Pom poms
 Pencils & pens
 Clear glitter glue
 Tracing paper
 Crayons
 Colored Pencils
 Various sized containers
 Small bowls
 Glue sticks
 Bingo daubers
 Paper
 Circular cutting tool
 Toothpicks
 Mini-marshmallows
 Measuring spoons/cups

Items Needed for This Unit
Study:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Click Here to Review
Optional Educational
Manipulatives & Tools 
Available on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/2JW3H2VDI8NAJ?ref=idea_lv_lole_&type=explore
https://www.multisori.com/
https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/18IYBKB6UNWQC?type=explore&ref=idea_cp_vl_ov_d
https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/18IYBKB6UNWQC?type=explore&ref=idea_cp_vl_ov_d
https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/18IYBKB6UNWQC?type=explore&ref=idea_cp_vl_ov_d
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M3's mathematics curriculum offers over 500 pages of fun and interesting learning opportunities
designed for children ages 2-6. You can use this rubric to learn about the concepts and skills taught
in the mathematics curriculum, and to determine an appropriate starting point and/or activities for
your child(ren). Each of the headings listed below is hyperlinked to the corresponding materials
starting point for easy navigation.

M3 by Multisori Mathematics Curriculum Rubric

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

PART 5

PART 6

PART 7

PART 8

PART 9

Concept Development

Counting

Counting Higher
Numbers

Constructing Quantities

Understanding Change
Between Hierarchies

Linear Counting 1-9

Linear Counting 1-99

Understanding More, Less & Same, Ordering by
Size, Sorting by Size, Early Counting, Ordinal
Numbers
Number Rods, Sandpaper Numbers: 0-9, Spindle
Box 0-9, Memory Game of Numbers, Numeral
Cards & Counters, Odd vs. Even

Golden Beads, Numeral Cards & Mat

The Bank Game

100 Chain, Skip Counting Puzzles

Tens Board

PART 10

PART 11 Skip Counting by 100

Hundred Board

1000 Chain

PART 12 Hundred Board, Skip Counting Puzzles

Golden Beads & Numeral Cards

Skip Counting by 10

Linear Counting 11-19
Golden Ten Bars & Colored Bead Stair, Teen
Number Cards, Recognizing & Writing Numbers
0-19, Review with Bead Bar 3 Part Cards

Colored Bead Stair

Linear Counting 1-100

Skip Counting by 2-9

https://www.multisori.com/
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M3's mathematics curriculum offers over 500 pages of fun and interesting learning opportunities
designed for children ages 2-6. You can use this rubric to learn about the concepts and skills taught
in the mathematics curriculum, and to determine an appropriate starting point and/or activities for
your child(ren). Each of the headings listed below is hyperlinked to the corresponding materials
starting point for easy navigation.

M3 by Multisori Mathematics Curriculum Rubric

PART 13

PART 14

PART 15

PART 16

PART 17

PART 18

PART 19

Comparing Inequalities

Graphing

Rounding & Estimation

Static Addition

Dynamic Addition

Memorization of
Math Facts

Collecting Data & Understanding Simple 
Bar Graphs

Sums to 5 & 10 with Number Rods, Addition of
2-4 Digit Numbers with Golden Beads

Addition of 2-4 Digit Numbers with Golden
Beads

PART 20

PART 21 Memorization of
Math Facts

Subtraction of 2-4 Digit Numbers with Golden
Beads

Subtraction Bingo, Subtraction of 2 Addends
Using Colored Bead Bars, Solving for Unknown
Addends, Subtraction Word Problems

PART 22
Sensorial Exploration, Naming, Writing,
Labeling, Operations, Equivalent Fractions,
Fraction Word Problems

Nearest 10, Nearest 100, Nearest 1000,
Estimation

Static Subtraction

Addition Bingo, Addition of 2 Addends Using
Colored Bead Bars, Addition of 3 Addends
Using Colored Bead Bars, Solving for Missing
Addends, Addition Word Problems

Dynamic Subtraction

Fractions

Greater Than, Less Than & Equal

Differences Between 5 & 10 with Number
Rods, Subtraction as an Unknown Addend
with Number Rods, Subtraction of 2-4 Digit
Numbers with Golden Beads

https://www.multisori.com/
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M3's mathematics curriculum offers over 500 pages of fun and interesting learning opportunities
designed for children ages 2-6. You can use this rubric to learn about the concepts and skills taught
in the mathematics curriculum, and to determine an appropriate starting point and/or activities for
your child(ren). Each of the headings listed below is hyperlinked to the corresponding materials
starting point for easy navigation.

M3 by Multisori Mathematics Curriculum Rubric

PART 23

PART 24

PART 25

PART 26

PART 27

PART 28

Telling Time

Money

Geometry: 
Exploration of Shapes

Geometry: 
Exploration of Shapes

Measurement

Symmetry

Analog Clock, Time Equivalencies, Time Fractions,
Clock Cards & Clock Template, Reading the Clock,
Drawing the Time, Time Word Problems
Play Money, Units of Money,  Converting Between
Units of Money, What Items Cost, Comparing
Amounts of Money, Money Word Problems

3 Dimensional Shapes: Recognizing,
Identifying, Constructing

Height, Length, Non-Standard Measurement,
Standard Measurement, Defining & Measuring
Perimeter, Weight, Volume

2 Dimensional Shapes: Recognizing, Identifying,
Sorting, Creating, Constructing

Symmetry vs. Asymmetry

https://www.multisori.com/
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The Fine Print:
Do's & Don'ts

The term Multisori is trademarked. This, and all Multisori
documentation not available in the public domain are copyrighted.

Please Do Not:
- Share this or any other Multsori documentation or information.
- Alter, edit or change the documentation or information in any way.
- Sell or loan the documentation or information in any way.
- Copy the documentation or information in any way.

Please Do:
- Join the Montessori Inspired Homeschooling Facebook group - it's totally free and
Mandi provides ongoing support there.
- Rave about this awesome program on social media (tag it #Multisori) and share a
link so others can learn more: www.Multisori.com 
- Share pictures of your littles working with the program using the hashtag
#Multisori
- Mistakes happen. It's part of life. If you find one, let me know and I'll correct it right
away.
- Tell me personally if there's anything I can do to improve your experience. I want
you and your kids to love, love, love it!

Making Montessori Mainstream

https://www.multisori.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Montessori.Inspired.Homeschooling
https://www.multisori.com/
https://www.multisori.com/


Activity 1: Present the one unit (single bead) first. Feel it and show
it to the child. Say, "This is one unit." Give it to the child to feel and
name. Ask the child to place it on the far right side of the
workspace. Repeat for the ten-bar (10 beads). When the child
places it onto the small mat, count the beads one by one. Place
the ten-bar vertically to the left of the one unit (see above
picture). Repeat for the hundred square. Lay it on the mat to the
left of the ten-bar. Use the ten-bar to count how many tens are in
the hundred. Repeat for the thousand cube. Place it to the left of
the hundred square and use the hundred to count how many
hundreds are in a thousand.

Point to the one unit. As you do so, say, “This is one unit.” Repeat
for the ten bar, the hundred bar and the thousand cube. Repeat
until the child can correctly answer these questions: "Show me
one unit," "Show me the ten-bar," "Show me the hundred square,"
and "Show me the thousand cube." Repeat until mastered.

Ages 4 - 5

Supplies
Needed: What to do:

WWW.MULTISORI.COM

 The printable golden bead
materials attached to this
activity card, printed, laminated
and trimmed (attached).

1.

NOTE: Golden beads are one the
few Montessori materials for
which no printable can provide a
true substitute. This is due to their
3D nature & their weight, neither of
which can be replicated on paper.
If you are able to afford these
math materials, I suggest doing so
here. You do NOT need an entire
classroom of beads.

MATH
Counting Higher Numbers, Activity 1:
Identifying & Naming 1, 10, 100 & 1,000 
(Alternative to Golden Beads)

If you would like to consider a less
expensive 3D alternative, please
buy these.

Set your golden
bead materials

up like this:

https://www.multisori.com/
https://amzn.to/39E5f1S
https://amzn.to/33alF0H


Montessori Golden Beads 
Printables for First Activity



Set up the golden bead materials used in the first activity on a tray next to
the rest of the golden bead materials on a separate tray. 
Compare the one and ten materials on the two trays, showing the child that
the one and ten units are the same. 
 Compare the hundreds and thousands units.  Tell the child that the
materials made of beads is the same as the materials made of wood in
quantity, but the wooden materials have beads drawn on it. Make sure your
child knows they still represent hundreds and thousands despite their
different looks.

If you purchased golden bead materials, begin here: 
1.

2.

3.

Activity 2: Whether using printables, golden beads or golden bead alternatives,
begin by setting up your workspace just like the picture above (you don't need a
golden bowl - any small bowls will do). Sit with your child(ren) in front of the
golden bead materials.  Ask your child(ren) for an exact number of units, such as
2, 3 or 4. Have the child go to the materials and count out that number of golden
beads and place them in a small bowl. Repeat by giving the child other amounts
to get, such as: 4 tens, or 7 hundreds, or 5 thousands. After some time, you
place an amount of material onto the tray and have the child count to tell you
how much there is. Repeat until the child is comfortable with this exercise. When
the child can work well with one category, introduce two categories (for example,
4 units and 2 tens.) Continue like this for three categories and then four
categories. Repeat to mastery.

Ages 4 - 5

Supplies
Needed:

What to do:

WWW.MULTISORI.COM

 The printable golden
bead materials attached
to this activity card,
printed, laminated and
trimmed (attached). 
 Small bowls to hold one
units

1.

2.

NOTE: Golden beads are
one the few Montessori
materials for which no
printable can provide a
true substitute. This is due
to their 3D nature & their
weight, neither of which
can be replicated on paper.
If you are able to afford
these math materials, I
suggest doing so here. You
do NOT need an entire
classroom of beads.

MATH
Counting Higher Numbers, Activity 2:
Identifying & Naming 1, 10, 100 & 1,000 
(Alternative to Golden Beads)

If you would like a less
expensive 3D alternative,
please buy these.

Set your golden bead
materials up like this:

https://www.multisori.com/
https://amzn.to/39E5f1S
https://amzn.to/33alF0H
https://amzn.to/33alF0H
https://amzn.to/33alF0H


Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(One units & Ten bars)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Hundred Squares)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Hundred Squares)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Thousand Cubes)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Thousand Cubes)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Thousand Cubes)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Thousand Cubes)



Montessori Golden Beads Printables for Second Activity
(Thousand Cubes)



1000       100       10       1
Set your 
materials 
up like this:

Activity 3: Set up your numeral cards on the left of the
workspace and your golden bead materials on the right
side of the workspace as shown above.  Ask your child to
point to the one unit. Once done correctly, slowly and
deliberately move the green number 1 directly beneath
the one unit. Repeat this for the ten bar, hundred square
and thousand cube.

Point to the green numeral one card. As you do so, say,
“This is one.” Repeat for the blue ten, the red hundred and
the green thousand. Repeat until the child can correctly
answer these questions: "Show me the number one,"
"Show me the number ten," "Show me the number one
hundred," and "Show me the number one thousand."
Repeat until mastered.

Ages 4 - 5

Supplies
Needed:

WWW.MULTISORI.COM

 One of each:
thousand cube,
hundred square,
ten bar and one
unit
 Color coded
numeral cards
1000, 100, 10 and 1,
printed, laminated
and  trimmed
(attached)
 Color coded
golden beads mat,
printed, laminated
and trimmed
(attached)

1.

2.

3.

MATH
Counting Higher Numbers, Activity 3:
Identifying & Naming Quantities to 9,999 
(Alternative to Golden Beads)

What to do:

https://www.multisori.com/


1 01
Small Number Cards (Ones - Thousands)

1 0 0

1 0 0 0



Number Card Mat




